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Hello.
A toothless resolution is utterly worthless.
The Eu GDPR is effective BECAUSE it includes such hefty fines to any entity
that violates it.
The AGDPR needs the same style of teeth in order for corporations to take it
seriously.
Doing the bidding of the very corporations the AGDPR is meant to govern is
utterly pointless.
If they are allowed to write the law then they will write it in such a way
as to make it impossible for them to be limited by it, making the law
worthless.
It must, *MUST* be drafted, fleshed out, finalized, & put into Law
specificly excluding their influence.
Anything less is merely putting the foxes in charge of the hen house.
We need to make the bulk collection of data by corporation or
ThreeLetterAgency illegal.
We The People have a Constitutional Right To Privacy, yet corporations &
TLAs ignore Our Rights in favor of their own.
Corporations should not be allowed to do bulk data collection on us; TLAs
should *NEVER* engage in bulk data collection on American Citizens.
This includes the FISA secret courts under the guise of the war on terror.
If The Founding Fathers were alive today, they would instigate another
revolution against the travesty & TREASONOUS behavior of the current
government.
Stop the bulk data collections, the Constitution demands it.
We need to force corporations & TLAs to purge all AGDPR-covered Personally
Identifiable Information & only retain PII absolutely necessary for them to
provide the goods/services requested by the person the PII pertains to in
the first place.
From third party tracking cookies on websites, SmartPhone apps that hoover
up a users PII/location data/etc, to TLAs using IMSI "StingRays" to suck up
everyones conversations in a given geographical location, it all needs to be
stopped *NOW*.
It's unethical, immoral, & Constitutionally ILLEGAL, so why should they
profit from doing it at all?
We need to be able to tell corporations & TLAs that we no longer agree to
let them maintain our PII & to purge it all.
If we no longer wish to do business with a company, or want them to purge
everything they have on us except the bare minimum to deliver the
goods/services we've requested, or demand OUR government to stop illegally
spying on its own citizens, we should be able to force such actions.
Even better if they can't do such actions in the first place.
If I switch phone carriers, cable companies, grocery stores, or countries,
the old ones no longer get to keep copies of my PII & must purge it
immediately.

I'm no longer with them, they no longer provide any goods or services, &
they have no further need of my data.
So purge it already & stop using it in ways we expressely forbid.
Pass an actual _LAW_ that has actual teeth & applies unilaterally.
Corporations hoovering up bulk data, TLAs gathering up bulk data, it's all
making "1984" look like this nation used it as a How To Guide rather than a
warning.
Stop the collection, pass the law, & make it apply equally across the board.
We The People, the very people that pay your salaries, & the Constitution
that specificly outlaws such warrantless searches & seizures, are unanimous
that this needs to stop now.
Sincerely,
An American Citizen that isn't happy with the way my government is treating
us,
Michael Cameron.

